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I would like to thank the following organizations
for sponsoring the course, which allows their
employees/members to have the registration fee
waived:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

University of California, ERM University
Golden Gate RIMS
Alaska RIMS
Alliant
Bickmore
LAUSD
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Instructor: Erike Young



Participants
◦ 160 participants
 Higher Education
 Hospitals
 State/local government – Risk Pools
 Insurance
 Consulting
 Manufacturing
 Real estate



Locations
◦ Majority from California/west coast
◦ Alaska to Maine
◦ Foreign participants –Denmark and Morocco
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Course Schedule
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7/18
7/25
8/1
8/8
8/15
8/22
8/29
9/5
9/12
9/19
9/26
10/3

Introduction and Chapter 1
Chapter 2 and 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7 and 8
No Class
Chapter 9
Chapter 10
No Class
Chapter 11
Course Review
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Recordings
• For those who cannot attend the live presentations, each
webinar will be recorded and typically posted for viewing
within 24 hours. I know that due to the different time
zones, these recordings are important will get them
posted as soon as possible. In some cases, it could be
within several hours. The recordings will be made
available on a secured YouTube channel, and upon
request, available for download. Please note that if
downloading, the recordings are approximately 60 mbs
each.
• Each participant will use their email to login at
www.armstudygroup.com to access the material.

Scheduling the Exam
85 Multiple Choice Questions – 2 Hours
80.04% pass ratio
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Structured Review
How to make the most of this review:
• Mute the phones
• Take notes in course guide, but don’t waste
effort copying slides. (Slides will be available for
download)

• Questions are important. Yet time is limited to
cover all of the material.
• Goal is to cover all chapters in 10 weeks –
average of 1 chapter per meeting
• The primary purpose is to pass national exam.

Studying the Material
SUGGESTION: Read the Educational Objectives in
the course guide BEFORE reading the text.

•
•
•
•
•

Educational Objectives
Terms and Phrases
Text Exhibits
Chapter Summary
Optional
– Course Guide Review Questions
– Course Guide Application Questions
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Studying the Material
SUGGESTION: Divide material in the text and course
guide into units for EVERY Educational Objectives.

• Have an answer for ALL Educational Objectives
• Review all exhibits
• Use same terms and phrases
– (EX: The text has 4 Pre-Loss Goals and 6 Post-Loss Goals;
then so do you!)
– This course requires memorizing content, not creating NEW
examples.
– Use acronyms to keep the lists separate.

• Test questions frequently interchange information..

Chapter 1
Introduction to
Risk Assessment and Treatment

10
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Overview of Risk Assessment
• Risk Assessment Defined
• Risk Assessment process provides all levels of
management with a picture of risks affecting
organization
• Enables organization to effectively manage aspects of
risk and impact on meeting organizational objectives

– Risk definition
• Uncertainty about outcomes that can be either
negative or positive

– Risk Management
• Process of making and implementing decisions
that enable an organization to optimize its level of
risk
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Definition of Risk Management

“The process of making and implementing decisions that enable an
organization to optimize its level of risk”
Can you over control/treat a certain risk? Examples…
Can you under control/treat a certain risk? Examples…

Categories of Risk
•
•
•
•

Hazard (pure) Risks
Operational Risk
Financial Risks
Strategic Risks

• Risk Profile
– A set of characteristics common to all risks in
a portfolio
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Focus on source of risk and who manages the risk

Goals of Risk Assessment
• Inform management at all levels of the risks
facing organization and how those risks affect
ability to meet objectives
–
–
–
–

Identify potential risk treatment options
Must consider both existing and emerging risks
Analyze upside and downsides of uncertainties
Evaluates likelihood and consequences

• Examples
– Technology, sustainability, regulations
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Risk Assessment Process
• Risk Assessment must be conducted with
understanding of risk appetite and risk tolerance
of organization
– Risk Appetite is total exposed amount that an
organization wishes to undertake on the basis of riskreturn trade-offs for a desired outcome
– Risk tolerance is the amount of uncertainty an
organization is prepared to accept in total or within a
certain business unit

• Example – Going to a buffet

Risk Assessment Process
• Tools and techniques vary based upon needs of
organization. Can include:
– Questionnaires, checklists, cause-effect analysis, and failure
analysis
– Both qualitative and quantitative approaches

• Top down vs. Bottom up approaches
– Top down typically more strategic and involve risks to entire
organization
– Bottom-up assessments identify business level and are more
operational in nature
– Results of both approaches should be integrated
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Risk Assessment Process
• Risk Identification and Risk Analysis are two
steps in the ERM Process
– Risk Identification – review of all aspects of internal
and external environment to identify “events” that
could either improve or inhibit achieving
organizational objectives
• Involves a complete inventory of possible risks – Risk
Register – to avoid consequences of an unidentified risk
• All risk sources and exposures should be examined to
determine potential financial consequences and possible
controls to mitigate risk
•

UC ERM Bulletins
– http://www.ucop.edu/enterprise-risk-management/_files/bulletin_12.doc
– http://www.ucop.edu/enterprise-risk-management/_files/bulletin_11.pdf

Risk Assessment Process
• Risk Identification and Risk Analysis are two
steps in the ERM Process
– Risk Analysis – investigate the identified risks to
make decisions regarding risk treatment is needed
and technique used
•
•
•
•
•

Considers causes and sources of risks
Positive and negative impacts and likelihood of impacts
Risk Map/Matrix can be used to evaluate results
Possible one event may have multiple types of impact
Probability of impacts should also be part of evaluation
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Categories of Risk Identification
and Analysis Techniques

Risk Identification Tools
•

Checklists
– Easy to use by non-risk managers
– Can limit creativity in identifying new risks

•

Interviews and workshops

•

Escalation and threshold triggers
– Comparing current events/transactions to set criteria

•

Process flow analysis
– Analyzes process within organization from input to output

•

Audits

•

Computer software
– Risk assessment tools

•

Team approaches to risk identification
– SWOT, Delphi, Scenario analysis, HAZOP
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Holistic Approach to Risk
Identification
• Goal is to breakdown silos in risk identification process

• Use four quadrants to identify and categorize risk can
provide framework for holistic risk identification
–
–
–
–

Strategic
Financial
Operational
Hazard risk

• Methods of Identification
– Cascading hierarchy
– Top Down vs Bottom up approaches
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Team Approaches to Risk
Identification
• Facilitated workshops
– Typically used for specific projects or processes
– Can be used to identify overall risks

• Delphi Technique
– Two rounds of queries to selected experts
– Questions asked individually and results combined
and question posed again with new information
– More cost effective than facilitated workshops
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Team Approaches to Risk
Identification
• Scenario Analysis
– Identifies various risk and projects the potential
consequences of those risks
• What if analysis

– Involves cross-functional teams to analyze risks from
different perspectives

• HAZOP
– Hazard and Operability Study is a comprehensive review
of a process or system
– Primarily used to design complex systems in which failure
is not an option
– Used for large projects

Team Approaches to Risk
Identification
• SWOT
– Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats
– Team approach useful in analyzing new
project or product
– Representation from different organizational
functions
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Risk Treatment
• Risk treatment decisions are based on the results of the
assessment
• Available Risk Treatment Techniques
– Avoid the Risk
– Modify the likelihood and/or impact of the Risk
• Risk control – Loss Prevention/Loss Reduction

– Transfer the risk
– Retain the Risk
– Exploit the Risk

• Risk control with risk transfer/retention most common
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Risk Treatment Process
• Risk Treatment Process
– Involves making decisions based on the outcome of the risk
identification and analysis process
– Goal of risk treatment is to modify identified risks to assist the
organization in meeting its objectives
– Continuous process that requires examination risk treatment
options that leads to tolerable level of residual risk

• Residual Risk
– Risk remaining after actions to alter risk’s likelihood or impact
– Example: Fire sprinklers

Risk Treatment Process
•

Risk treatments are not mutually exclusive and require combination
of techniques
– Risk treatment plan should indicate risk priorities and order of chosen
techniques will be implemented

•

Monitoring is required to ensure both under controlling and over
controlling of risks

•

Risk Treatment Techniques apply to hazard, operational, financial,
and strategic risks

•

Speculative vs. Pure Risks
– Speculative – chance of a loss, no loss, or gain
– Pure risk – chance of loss or no loss, but no chance of gain
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Risk Treatment
• Loss Prevention
– A risk control technique that reduces the frequency of
a particular loss

• Loss Reduction
– A risk control technique that reduces the severity of a
particular loss

• Retention
– A risk financing technique that involves assumption of
risk in which gains and losses are retained within the
organization
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Risk Treatment
• Risk financing
– A conscious act or decision not to act that
generates the funds to offset the variability in
cash flows that may occur as an outcome of risk
• Buying insurance or retention

– Transfer (buying insurance)
– In the context of risk management, a risk financing
technique by which the financial responsibility for the losses
and variability in cash flows is shifted to another party
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Traditional Accident Analysis
Techniques
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Accident Causation – The Domino Theory
(Heinrich)
•

All accidents are the result of a chain of
5 factors:
1.
2.
3.

Ancestry and social environment
Fault of person
Unsafe act/mechanism or physical hazard
98% of all accidents are caused by unsafe acts of people
2% by “acts of God”

4.
5.

The accident itself
The resulting injury
39
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Accident Causation – The Domino Theory
(Heinrich)
•

Every accident begins with #1 and ends with an
injury.

•

Removing any of the 4 preceding the injury prevents
that injury.

•

Emphasis is placed on #3 unsafe act/mechanism or
physical hazard.

•

Well suited to accidental losses from human activity.
41

The Energy-Release Theory (Haddon)
•

According to Haddon, accidents result
from uncontrollable energy releasing on
structures that can’t withstand the
energy in certain rates or amounts.

•

Focus is on controlling released energy
or reducing the harm caused by that
energy.
42
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The Energy-Release Theory (Haddon)
•

Ten basic strategies are:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Prevent the marshaling of energy
Reduce the amount of energy marshaled
Prevent the release of built up energy
Modify the rate or spatial distribution of the release of energy
Separate in space or in time from energy released
Interpose a physical barrier between the energy & the
structure
Modify the contact surface or basic structure
Strengthen the susceptible structure.
Move rapidly to detect & evaluate damage and to counter its
control or spread
Take LT action to reduce further damage such as
rehabilitative or salvage efforts
43

The Energy-Release Theory (Haddon)

44
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Techniques of Operations Review
(TOR) System
•

Root causes of accidents can be management failures or
shortcomings such as improper policies or procedures,
supervision or training.

•

The key to effective line safety performance is having
management specify procedures for accountability.

•

Removing management’s faults such as inadequate coaching,
failure to take responsibility, unclear authority, inadequate
supervision, workplace disorder, inadequate planning or
organizing, and personal deficiencies will eliminate most if not
all accidents.

•

Safety Management
45

Techniques of Operations
Review (TOR) System
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Accident Causation
• Change Analysis
– Analysis that projects the effects of a given system
change is likely to have on an existing system
– Based on asking series of “what if” questions
– Scenario analysis

• Job Safety Analysis
– Analysis that dissects a repetitive task, whether
performed by a person or machine, to determine
potential hazards if each action is not performed

System Safety Analysis
• System safety analysis looks at organization as
a whole to identify sources of potential losses
– Originated within US Dept. of Defense in design,
manufacture, deployment of Minuteman missile
– Organizations can be viewed as systems
– Read Peter Senge’s book, The Fifth Discipline
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System Safety Analysis
• System safety defined
– A safety engineering technique also used as an
approach to accident causation that considers the
mutual effects of the interrelated elements of a
system on one another throughout the system’s life
cycle.
– Can help estimate probability of failure of events and
suggest ways to prevent failure
– Does not focus on unsafe acts or conditions
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System Safety
•

Components – All systems have the following components:

•

Physical Elements
–

Any damage to the physical element of a system can shut down the
entire system, which requires the risk manager to consider the
impairment of all of the systems' physical elements.

•

Subsystems that compose major systems
–

Each system is likely made up of many subsystems which are
interrelated and interact with one another.
•

A risk manager needs to know what all the company’s systems and
subsystems are, and how these systems interact, and how the failure of
any subsystem can threaten other subsystems and systems.
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System Safety
•

Purpose – Every system has at least one purpose. To assess
the adequacy of a system's components, risk management
professionals must know the purpose of those components.

•

Environment – Environments are typically aspects of larger
systems of which the system in question is a subsystem.
Environments can be classified as follows:
•
•
•

The immediate physical environment
The organizational environment with policies and procedures
The socioeconomic/legal environment with social norms and conventions;
safety, environmental, transportation laws and regulations; and local,
national, and global economic considerations.

52
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System Safety
Life Cycle – there are five phases in the life of any
system:
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System Safety
Life Cycle – there are five phases in the life of any
system:


–

Conceptual Phase is when basic purpose, mission and planning design of
system take place. At the conceptual phase the greatest number of costeffective opportunity for designing a hazard free system exist.

–

Engineering Phase is when design of system is constructed and tested.
Safety design features, such as machine guards or a fire detection system,
also become integral parts of the system during this phase.

–

Production Phase is when the actual system is created or purchased.

–

Operational Phase is when system is implemented and safety features built
into the system during the earlier phases must be maintained

–

Disposal Phase when system use elapses and is disposed of.


System Oriented Approach designs each product and process so that their disposal or obsolescence
creates little hazardous waste or environmental harm.

54
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Case Study

Case Study
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Case Study

Loss Control Techniques for
Hazard Risk
• Hazards risks are pure risks from property,
liability or personnel loss exposures
• Loss control techniques include:
– Avoidance
– Loss Prevention
– Loss Reduction
– Separation, Duplication, Diversification
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Avoidance
•

Loss is impossible as probability of loss is
reduced to 0. No further risk control or risk
financing measure is necessary when an
organization elects not to undertake or eliminates
a specific activity.

•

Has very limited applications. Should be
considered when the expected value of the
losses from an activity outweighs the expected
benefits of an activity, which applies another risk
management technique.
59

Loss Prevention
•

Any measure that reduces the probability or
frequency of a particular loss.

•

Loss prevention reduces frequency w/o necessarily
affecting severity of loss.

•

It does not eliminate all chances of loss.

•

Generally taken before a loss occurs to break the
chain of events that lead to a loss which stops the
loss from happening or lessens the effects of the
loss.

60
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Loss Reduction
•

Any measure that reduces the severity of loss.

•

Assumes that a loss has occurred, and then asks
what could have been done either before or after the
loss to reduce its size or extent.

•

Pre-Loss measures to reduce severity may also
reduce frequency.

•

Post-loss focus on emergency procedures, salvage
operations, rehabilitative activities, or legal defenses
to halt the spread or to counter the effects of loss.
Commonly used in energy-release theory.
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Separation of Exposure Units
•

Divides an organization’s existing single
asset or operation into 2 or more separate
units.

•

Appropriate if organization can meet its goals
with only a portion of these separate units left
intact.

62
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Duplication of Exposure Units
•

Reproduces an organization’s assets or
activities and keeps it in reserve.

•

Appropriate if an entire asset or activity is so
important that the consequence of its loss
justifies the expense and time of maintaining
the duplicate.
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Separation and Duplication Comments
•

Neither Separation nor Duplication attempts to
reduce the severity of loss to a single unit.

•

Both reduce the severity of an individual loss but they
could have different effects on loss frequency.

•

Duplication reduces the average expected annual
loss from a given exposure because it reduces
severity without increasing loss frequency.

64
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Separation and Duplication Comments
•

Separation might or might not decrease the average
expected loss because it often increases loss
frequency.

•

Separation is seldom undertaken for its own sake but
usually a by-product of another management
decision unlike duplication, which is often prompted
by risk management considerations.

•

Separation has more practical uses than duplication
because it does not keep assets idle until an
emergency.
65

Diversification of Exposure Units
•

A risk control technique that spreads loss
exposures over numerous projects, products,
markets, or regions.

•

Prevents a single event or series of events
from destroying a large percentage of your
entity’s assets.

•

Primarily deals with business risk.
66
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Questions?
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